Plastic and viscous dissipations in foams: cross-over from low to high shear rates.
Soft glassy materials made of deformable cells, such as liquid foams, simultaneously display elastic, plastic and viscous behaviours. Bubble deformation is elastic until the material plastically yields and bubbles swap neighbours, then bubbles relax dissipatively towards a new energy minimum. This relaxation occurs in a finite time, and shearing a foam at a fast strain rate compared to that time leads to a viscous flow. To describe such an elastic, plastic and viscous behaviour we introduce a simplified scalar model of foam deformation and flow with a periodic pinning potential. The continuum mechanics behaviour of the foam emerges as an ensemble average over disordered units without requiring that they are coupled. Our model captures surprisingly well various features of the viscous dissipation during plastic deformation. At low shear rates, the time averaged stress is smaller than the static yield stress. A critical shear rate exists: any flow at fixed stress has a shear rate above this critical value. Moreover, the model only involves measurable parameters, which enables us to compare it with existing experiments and simulations.